As one of the world’s best known and most trusted names in moving, Atlas can help you go new places, door to door. With the Atlas network of secure warehouses, you can keep your belongings safely in our care until you’re ready to receive them. We call this Atlas Storage-in-Transit (SIT).

With Atlas SIT, your goods stay packed in their original cartons and are kept safe in an Atlas-qualified warehouse. Atlas SIT provides up to 180 days (roughly six months) of temporary storage. This gives you time to prepare for taking delivery — and to schedule a delivery time most convenient for you. (Storage longer than 180 days is also available; talk to your Atlas Account Representative.)

Our systems support security and efficiency.

- When your goods arrive for storage, our warehouse crew checks each item against the Relocation Services Descriptive Inventory (the form that you and your Atlas Professional Van Operator review when your goods are loaded).
- For safekeeping, we place your cartons in sturdy storage containers and catalog each one; we always know right where your goods are.
- We keep upholstered furniture, such as sofas, on specially designed racks. The stretch-wrap protection applied before loading stays on to keep out dust and dirt.

Strict inspections ensure quality.

All Atlas warehouses are accountable to the high standards of our company’s World Class Commitment to Quality. We regularly inspect each for cleanliness, safety and security. We verify the presence of qualified personnel for maintenance and security, plus safety systems with heat sensors and sprinklers.


Atlas SIT is secure, affordable and makes moving easy for you. Talk to your Atlas Account Representative and let us take the worry of short-term storage off your mind.
Expect More

Regardless of how large or small the move, it can be a big leap from where you are now. Atlas knows this, and that’s why — since 1948 — we’ve worked hard to make your move easier, whether it’s across town, across country, or across the ocean.

Today, we’re the most trusted partner of corporations to move their employees and families, a respected choice of demanding military and government customers, preferred by individual families wanting to make their best move.

It’s what we do, every day. And we never stop thinking of ways to do it better.

Let Atlas Take You Home®